Selected abstracts Donors Vasovagal Reactions

14.30 – 14.45  BLOOD DONATION IN INDIVIDUALS OVER AGE 70: A BEST COLLABORATIVE GROUP STUDY – M. Goldman, Canada

14.45 – 15.00  RISK FACTORS FOR ON-SITE OR DELAYED FAINTING REACTIONS IN MALE AND FEMALE BLOOD DONORS: RESULTS FROM THE EVASION STUDY – P. Tiberghien, France

15.00 – 15.15  BRADYCARDIA AND TACHYCARDIA ASSOCIATED WITH SYNCOPAL/PRE-SYNCOPAL ADVERSE EVENTS IN BLOOD DONORS – H. Kamel, United States

15.15 – 15.30  TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF PRE-DONATION SALT LOADING ON VASOVAGAL REACTIONS IN COLLEGE GOING STUDENTS – K. Kumar, India